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Abstract

Agreement attraction is a cross-linguistic phenomenon where a verb occasionally agrees not with
its subject, as required by grammar, but instead with an unrelated noun (“The key to the cabinets
were…”). Despite the clear violation of grammatical rules, comprehenders often rate these sentences
as acceptable. Contenders for explaining agreement attraction fall into two broad classes: Morphosyn-
tactic accounts specifically designed to explain agreement attraction, and more general sentence pro-
cessing models, such as the Lewis and Vasishth model, which explain attraction as a consequence of
how linguistic structure is stored and accessed in content-addressable memory. In the present research,
we disambiguate between these two classes by testing a surprising prediction made by the Lewis and
Vasishth model but not by the morphosyntactic accounts, namely, that attraction should not be limited
to morphosyntax, but that semantic features of unrelated nouns equally induce attraction. A recent
study by Cunnings and Sturt provided initial evidence that this may be the case. Here, we report
three single-trial experiments in English that compared semantic and agreement attraction and tested
whether and how the two interact. All three experiments showed strong semantically induced attrac-
tion effects closely mirroring agreement attraction effects. We complement these results with compu-
tational simulations which confirmed that the Lewis and Vasishth model can faithfully reproduce the
observed results. In sum, our findings suggest that attraction is a more general phenomenon than is
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commonly believed, and therefore favor more general sentence processing models, such as the Lewis
and Vasishth model.

Keywords: Agreement attraction; Computational modeling; Sentence processing; Similarity-based
interference; Semantic attraction

One way to understand how the human language processing system operates is to study the
errors language users make and the circumstances that affect these errors. One particularly
well-studied type of error is called agreement attraction (Bock & Miller, 1991; Kimball & Ais-
sen, 1971). Agreement attraction refers to erroneous agreement typically between a verb and
a non-subject noun that seizes morphosyntactic control of the verb from the subject, as in:

(1) *The difference between the studies stem from …

Here, the verb agrees with “studies”—both are plural—instead of with the subject “differ-
ence,” which is singular. Even though the resulting sentence is clearly ungrammatical, such
sentences are regularly produced (Haskell & MacDonald, 2005) and these agreement errors
often go unnoticed in comprehension (Clifton, Frazier, & Deevy, 1999; Tanner & Bulkes,
2015).

Agreement attraction has been studied intensively in language production. This research
has identified various constraints on agreement attraction. For instance, agreement attraction
has been found more reliably when the subject is singular, as in (1), than when it is plural
(referred to as singular–plural asymmetry, see, for example, Bock & Cutting, 1992; Bock
& Eberhard, 1993; Bock & Miller, 1991; Deutsch & Dank, 2011; Eberhard, 1997, but see
Franck, Vigliocco, & Nicol, 2002, for a counterexample). While the position of the attrac-
tor seems to have some impact on the strength of agreement attraction (e.g., Franck, Lassi,
Frauenfelder, & Rizzi, 2006; Franck et al., 2002), there is currently little evidence suggesting
that syntactic constraints can completely prevent a noun from interfering with the subject–
verb dependency (but see Franck, Soare, Frauenfelder, & Rizzi, 2010, who report some evi-
dence for immunity to agreement attraction in complement clauses). Agreement attraction
has also been demonstrated in a variety of languages other than English, and there is some
evidence that languages with richer morphosyntax, for example, Russian and Spanish, may be
more robust to agreement attraction (Foote & Bock, 2012; Lorimor, Bock, Zalkind, Sheyman,
& Beard, 2008, but see Slioussar & Malko, 2016). Finally, it has been found that patterns of
agreement attraction errors in production largely mirror the effects in comprehension, which
suggests that the underlying mechanisms may be the same in production and comprehension
(Pearlmutter, Garnsey, & Bock, 1999).

All models designed to explain agreement attraction in production share the assumption
that attraction manifests only on the morphosyntactic level of language organization, that is,
attraction is caused by mechanisms that can derail only the formation of morphosyntactic
relationships in a sentence, i.e. agreement (Bock, Eberhard, Cutting, Meyer, & Schriefers,
2001; Eberhard, Cutting, & Bock, 2005; Franck et al., 2002). According to these models,
agreement attraction is a phenomenon with a rather narrow scope.
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Meanwhile, more general language processing models have been used to explain agree-
ment attraction errors in comprehension. For instance, the Lewis and Vasishth model (Engel-
mann, Jäger, & Vasishth, 2019; Lewis & Vasishth, 2005; Nicenboim & Vasishth, 2018)
postulates that attraction errors arise from the particular way in which linguistic structure
is stored in content-addressable memory. While this model has so far only been used to
explain morphosyntactic attraction effects, the principles it is based on are thought to be more
general. However, if we assume, as the Lewis and Vasishth model does, that agreement attrac-
tion arises from general principles of how working memory is accessed, there is no reason
why attraction should be limited to the morphosyntactic level. Instead, we would expect that
attraction effects should arise in other linguistic domains as well, for instance, on the level of
meaning. And indeed, initial experimental evidence reported by Cunnings and Sturt (2018) is
consistent with that view.

To further test whether attraction effects arise on the level of meaning and to expand on the
initial evidence reported by Cunnings and Sturt, we ran three experiments in which partici-
pants had to decide whether a verb was a viable continuation for a given sentence fragment.
Specifically, we tested whether language users would accept semantically mismatching verbs
as viable sentence completions when there was another noun (the attractor) that satisfied the
verb’s demand for a semantically matching subject. More concretely, we tested (among other
things) whether the singular verb form “cuts” would be accepted more often as a completion
for fragments like (2-a) than for fragments like (2-b) even though “cuts” thematically fits the
subject equally badly in both sentences.

(2) a. The drawer with the knife … (cuts?)
b. The drawer with the handle … (cuts?)

If attraction is limited to morphosyntax, we expect no difference in completions for
(2-a) and (2-b). However, if there were more errors in (2-a) than (2-b), this would constitute
evidence for attraction being a more general phenomenon than is often assumed. This find-
ing would favor theories of sentence processing that are not isolated to narrow domains but
apply across all domains of language organization. Hence, this research not only asks ques-
tions about attraction phenomena in particular, but also promises new insights into the mental
representation of linguistic structure and the modularity of linguistic processes more broadly.

In the following, we will briefly review the most influential accounts of agreement
attraction in production and comprehension and then outline their predictions with regard
to semantic attraction errors. Then, we will report three experiments and follow up with a
computational simulation examining the Lewis and Vasishth model’s predictions at a more
fine-grained level.

1.1. Production accounts of agreement attraction

The Feature Percolation account was formulated to explain attraction effects in the number
domain and heavily relies on the notion of markedness (Franck et al., 2002; Nicol, Forster,
& Veres, 1997; Vigliocco & Nicol, 1998). Singular is considered an unmarked member of
the number opposition, while plural is assumed to be marked (e.g., Bock & Eberhard, 1993;
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Eberhard, 1997; Harley & Ritter, 2002). The key idea is that in sentences like (1), where the
attractor noun (“studies”) is part of a complex subject noun phrase (“The difference between
the studies”), the plural feature of the attractor can erroneously “percolate” up the syntactic
tree and override the correct number marking of the complex noun phrase. As a result, a plural
verb is produced (e.g., “stem”) even though the subject (“The difference”) requires singular.
Thus, Feature Percolation posits that the culprit is faulty encoding of the subject noun phrase,
not the agreement computation itself.

The beauty of this account is its parsimony and the fact that it makes rich predictions about
the circumstances under which agreement attraction can arise. For instance, Feature Perco-
lation correctly predicts more attraction errors when the subject noun is singular than when
it is plural (Bock & Cutting, 1992; Bock & Eberhard, 1993; Bock & Miller, 1991; Deutsch
& Dank, 2011; Eberhard, 1997). Another strong prediction is that agreement attraction arises
only in configurations where the attractor is embedded within the subject noun phrase, such
as in (1) and (3).

(3) The soldier that the officers accused …*were

However, studies have also shown agreement attraction effects in constructions where the
attractor is located outside the subject–noun phrase (“The cabinets that the key …*open,”
Staub, 2009, 2010), in questions (“*Are the helicopter for the flights safe?,” Vigliocco &
Nicol, 1998), and in direct object constructions (Dutch subject–object–verb constructions:
Hartsuiker, Antón-Méndez, & Van Zee, 2001; French object–subject–verb cleft constructions:
Franck et al., 2006). These findings pose problems for Feature Percolation.

Further, Feature Percolation cannot explain why attraction errors increase when the subject
is syntactically singular but denotes a set of items as in “The label on the bottles … *were”
(Foote & Bock, 2012; Hartsuiker, Kolk, & Huinck, 1999; Vigliocco, Butterworth, & Semenza,
1995; Vigliocco, Hartsuiker, Jarema, & Kolk, 1996), or “The team with the red shirts …
*were” (Humphreys & Bock, 2005; Smith, Franck, & Tabor, 2018; Solomon & Pearlmutter,
2004).

An alternative account that can explain the latter class of cases is the Marking and Morph-
ing account (Bock et al., 2001; Eberhard et al., 2005). Like Feature Percolation, it assumes
faulty encoding of the subject, but unlike Feature Percolation it relies on the concept of
notional number—a semantic representation of the entity that is referred to, either as a mul-
titude or as a single unit. Both nouns, such as “team,” and noun phrases, such as “the label
on the bottles,” can be notionally plural while being syntactically singular. The Marking and
Morphing account builds upon Feature Percolation and postulates that the subject’s notional
number influences the computation of number agreement over and above the morphosyntac-
tic number match between the attractor and the verb. Essentially, the more items the subject
denotes, the higher is the probability of a plural verb. Just as Feature Percolation, the account
is well suited for explaining agreement attraction effects in the number domain. And like
Feature Percolation, it only covers the configurations where the attractor is located within the
subject noun phrase (although, unlike Feature Percolation, it could potentially be extended
to cover object attraction as proposed in Eberhard et al., 2005; for recent evidence, see also
Avetisyan, Lago, & Vasishth, 2020, Exp. 1).
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A shortcoming of Feature Percolation and Marking and Morphing is that while both models
can account for instances of gender attraction in systems with two genders (Antón-Méndez,
Nicol, & Garrett, 2002; Vigliocco & Franck, 2001, 1999), it is unclear how the models could
be extended to account for gender and case attraction effects in systems with more than two
possible feature values (Badecker & Kuminiak, 2007; Bader & Meng, 1999; Slioussar &
Malko, 2016; Slioussar, Stetsenko, & Matyushkina, 2015). In particular, notional marking
is less motivated for grammatical gender, and not at all for case. In addition, the current
formulation of the model is specifically tailored for binary features systems, and extending it
to features with more than two values, such as case, is not straightforward.

While both Feature Percolation and Marking and Morphing were designed to explain
attraction errors in production, they were also invoked to explain analogous effects in sen-
tence comprehension (Pearlmutter et al., 1999; Wagers, Lau, & Phillips, 2009). Consider the
following example sentences:

(4) a. *The key to the cells were …
b. *The key to the cell were …

In sentences with agreement errors, such as (2-a), where the intervening noun matches the
verb in number, reading times were shown to be faster than in control sentences, (2-b), where
the intervening noun does not match the verb in number (see also Avetisyan et al., 2020; Lago,
Shalom, Sigman, Lau, & Phillips, 2015; Tucker, Idrissi, & Almeida, 2015; Villata, Tabor, &
Franck, 2018, for similar results in Spanish, Eastern Armenian, Arabic, and Italian). In addi-
tion, sentences like (2-a) are more often judged as grammatical or acceptable than sentences
like (2-b) (Hammerly, Staub, & Dillon, 2019; Patson & Husband, 2016; Vasishth, Jäger, &
Nicenboim, 2017; Wagers et al., 2009). Feature Percolation and Marking and Morphing both
explain these effects by assuming that the plural feature of the attractor in (2-a) sometimes
compromises the subject’s number marking, in which case the unlicensed plural verb is actu-
ally expected, and consequently, does not cause as much processing difficulty as in the control
condition (2-b).

1.2. Comprehension theory of agreement attraction

We will now briefly review a general model of language comprehension that can potentially
explain attraction effects in comprehension, even though it was not explicitly designed for
this purpose. The Lewis and Vasishth model (Lewis & Vasishth, 2005) is based on the content-
addressable memory architecture ACT-R (Anderson, 1996). The model assumes that syntactic
chunks are activated in working memory when they are encountered and later retrieved in
order to build syntactic dependencies. Syntactic chunks (including words) are represented as
bundles of features and are retrieved by querying a subset of these features that is relevant at
the moment of retrieval (so-called retrieval cues). The model was first applied to sentences
with agreement attraction errors by Wagers et al. (2009).

To understand how the Lewis and Vasishth model can explain agreement attraction, con-
sider the grammatical sentence (5) from Wagers et al. study:

(5) The cabinets that the key opens …
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When encountering the verb “opens,” the parser triggers a retrieval of the subject to com-
plete the subject–verb dependency. The verb is marked for number, and the parser therefore
spreads activation to every word that has the features +SUBJECT1 and +SINGULAR. The word
with the highest activation is then retrieved and completes the dependency (if it exceeds the
so-called retrieval activation threshold). In (5), the only word that fully matches the retrieval
cues is the subject “key” and it is therefore consistently retrieved.

Now consider the sentence (4-a) that contains an agreement error. The parser spreads acti-
vation to every word that has features +SUBJECT and +PLURAL. Now, both the subject “key”
and the attractor “cells” fail to fully match the retrieval cues, each has only one matching fea-
ture, +SUBJECT or +PLURAL. The attractor and the subject therefore receive the same amount
of activation, and noise in the system decides which word is retrieved.

An important difference to the production accounts discussed above is that the Lewis and
Vasishth model predicts attraction effects in ungrammatical sentences irrespective of their
syntactic structure—any noun, regardless of position and syntactic role can be retrieved
instead of the subject as long as it matches sufficiently many retrieval cues. The Lewis and
Vasishth model can also explain the increase in attraction error rates when the attractor super-
ficially resembles the sentential subject (Engelmann et al., 2019), for instance, when the
attractor’s case marking is ambiguous between nominative and the actual case (Avetisyan
et al., 2020; Badecker & Kuminiak, 2007; Hartsuiker, Schriefers, Bock, & Kikstra, 2003;
Slioussar & Malko, 2016).

Unlike the production accounts, the Lewis and Vasishth model cannot explain the singular–
plural asymmetry present in many studies, that is, more attraction errors when the subject
noun is singular and the attractor noun is plural than in the reverse configuration. The reason
is that, unlike Feature Percolation, the Lewis and Vasishth model assumes that singular is
marked just as plural.2 Similar asymmetries, which the Lewis and Vasishth model also cannot
explain, have been found in gender (more errors in sentences with a masculine subject noun
and feminine attractor that the other way around in Slovak and Russian, see Badecker &
Kuminiak, 2007; Slioussar & Malko, 2016).3

The Lewis and Vasishth model has also been invoked to account for attraction effects in
production (Badecker & Kuminiak, 2007; Konieczny, Schimke, & Hemforth, 2004). The idea
is that, to build syntactic structure for production, we need to keep in memory what has
already been said and what we are planning to say, and that the memory substrate used in this
process is likely the same as for comprehension.

1.3. Differences between production and comprehension accounts

Production and comprehension accounts differ not only in the mode of language use, they
also postulate fundamentally different mechanisms. According to the Lewis and Vasishth
model, attraction arises at the moment of dependency formation—an incorrect syntactic
chunk is retrieved to form the dependency—whereas according to both Feature Percolation
and Marking and Morphing, attraction arises due to the incorrect encoding of the subject’s
number. As a consequence, the Lewis and Vasishth model predicts that, if attraction occurs,
the attractor noun is perceived as the subject, while the production accounts both predict that
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the subject noun is identified correctly, just with incorrect number marking. The available
evidence is inconclusive so far but favors the production accounts because it suggests that
the attractor noun is perceived as the subject only in a minority of cases (Patson & Husband,
2016, Schlueter et al., 2019).

The two classes of accounts further differ in the role they assign to semantic information.
Marking and Morphing allows a narrow set of semantic properties, either of the subject noun,
such as conceptual plurality, or of the whole noun phrase, such as distributivity or concep-
tual number (Schlueter, Williams, & Lau, 2018), to influence whether agreement attraction
occurs. Other semantic features are not assumed to be involved in attraction. This means that
Marking and Morphing cannot account for the increase in attraction rates due to the goodness
of thematic fit between the attractor and the verb (Thornton & MacDonald, 2003), or due
to higher semantic integration between the subject and the attractor within the noun phrase,
such that the subject and the attractor are conceptualized as a whole (“the painting with the
flowers” as opposed to “the painting of the flowers,” where flowers exist independently, see
Solomon & Pearlmutter, 2004), or due to attractor being an animate noun (Bock & Miller,
1991, Experiment 3). Many of these semantic influences on agreement computation are easily
explained by the Lewis and Vasishth model since in the Lewis and Vasishth model, semantic
features receive the same treatment and have the same weight as all other types of features,
including morphosyntactic. Crucially, the role of semantic features is therefore not limited
to influencing agreement computations and therefore modulating agreement attraction. As
a consequence, the Lewis and Vasishth model makes a surprising prediction, namely, that
attraction effects should occur not only in (morpho)syntax and agreement, but also in other
linguistic domains. As Lewis and Vasishth state (2005, p. 411):

In this model, we have realized only syntactic cues, which are used primarily to reac-
tivate predicted structure to unify with. However, the model can accommodate a richer
set of cues – for example, there may also be semantic cues derived from specific lexical
constraints (e.g., the semantic constraints that a verb places on its subject).

This means that the Lewis and Vasishth model predicts not only agreement attraction errors,
but also analogous semantic attraction errors. These could be reflected in the acceptance of
a verb that thematically fits the attractor, but not the subject noun. For example, in the sen-
tence “The drawer with the knife cuts …,” the semantic attractor “knife” satisfies the semantic
restrictions set by the verb “cuts” better than the subject noun “drawer.” In comprehension,
the verb “cuts” should therefore be easier to process in the presence of an attractor that can
perform the cutting action than in the presence of an attractor that cannot, such as “handle” in
“The drawer with the handle cuts ….” These effects would precisely mirror agreement attrac-
tion effects, but crucially, they would arise independently of morphosyntactic computations,
that is, even in sentences that are morphosyntactically well-formed.

Note that this proposal differs from the one made in Thornton and MacDonald (2003)
where semantic features were shown to influence agreement computations. While relevant in
the present context, the proposal that plausibility directly affects morphosyntactic agreement
is more narrow in scope than the idea of purely semantic attraction effects predicted by the
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Lewis and Vasishth model. Thus, finding evidence for purely semantic attraction effects inde-
pendent of morphosyntactic computations would show that attraction is potentially a much
broader phenomenon than previously believed and that semantic features not only modulate
morphosyntactic computations but also give rise to their own non-morphosyntactic attrac-
tion effects.

Semantic attraction as sketched above is conceptually related to semantic interference,
which has been repeatedly demonstrated in grammatical sentences (Van Dyke, 2007;
Van Dyke, Johns, & Kukona, 2014; Van Dyke & McElree, 2006, 2011). However, the pro-
cessing of well-formed sentences likely differs in important ways from the processing of
ill-formed sentences investigated here. To our knowledge, there is only one study that pro-
vides initial evidence for semantic interference in ill-formed sentences, that is, for what we
refer to as semantic attraction. In two eye-tracking experiments, Cunnings and Sturt (2018)
presented participants with sentences like (6):

(6) a. Sue remembered the letter that the butler with the cup accidentally shattered.
b. Sue remembered the letter that the butler with the tie accidentally shattered.

Both sentences are implausible, but Cunnings and Sturt found that the verb “shattered” was
processed faster in condition (2-a), where the local non-subject noun “cup” was semantically
a good fit for the verb “shattered,” than in (2-b), where the local noun was “tie,” that is, an
object that cannot be shattered. These results resemble agreement attraction effects, but it
is not clear that these semantic effects are necessarily subserved by the same mechanisms.
If semantic attraction effects exist at all, they should, according to the Lewis and Vasishth
model, have the same size as agreement attraction effects (since the model treats all types of
features the same way).

The purpose of the present study therefore is first to conceptually replicate the semantic
attraction effect demonstrated by Cunnings and Sturt (2018) using a different experimental
paradigm, and second, to build on their work by examining more closely whether the effects
they observed constitute genuine attraction effects, that is, effects plausibly arising from the
same mechanisms underlying agreement attraction. To do so, we compared configurations
with semantic attraction and morphosyntactic attraction side by side using a modified version
of the forced-choice paradigm that has been extensively used to study agreement attraction.

The goal of Experiment 1 was to establish whether semantic attraction errors occur in
this paradigm and, if yes, whether the rate of semantic attraction errors is similar to that
of morphosyntactic (agreement) attraction errors as predicted by Lewis and Vasishth model.
Experiment 2 replicated the findings of Experiment 1 and included two additional conditions
that give us further insight into whether and how semantic and morphosyntactic attractions
interact when they occur simultaneously. To address a potential confound in Experiments 1
and 2, Experiment 3 replicated the results of Experiments 1 and 2 with an improved set of
stimuli and a slightly adapted procedure. Finally, we report computational simulations with
the Lewis and Vasishth model to see whether the model captures the finer-grained quantitative
patterns in the data.
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1.4. Disclosures

All reported studies have been carried out in accordance with the Declaration of Helsinki.
All participants provided informed consent. The full list of materials used in all reported
experiments, the collected data, and analysis code are available from the project page at the
Open Science Framework.4 The full list of materials is also provided in the Supporting Infor-
mation.

2. Experiment 1

The goal of Experiment 1 was to demonstrate semantic attraction and to compare it to
classic agreement attraction. The method we used was a modified version of a forced-choice
completion task. The classic version of the task presents participants with a sentence preamble
and prompts them to choose one out of two verbs as a plausible continuation. Instead of two
verbs, we showed only one and asked participants to judge whether or not it was a plausible
continuation of the preamble. If the rate of mistakes is increased when the attractor matches
the verb thematically (with the verb being a good morphosyntactic fit for the subject), that
would constitute a purely semantic attraction effect.

A secondary goal was to compare semantic attraction effects to morphosyntactic (i.e.,
agreement) attraction effects: Are they equally sized? And how do semantic and morphosyn-
tactic attraction interact? Are the effects of morphosyntactic and semantic attraction additive,
or under-, or superadditive? If there is evidence for an interaction, this might favor a common
underlying substrate (Roberts & Sternberg, 1993; Sternberg, 1998), while a lack of interac-
tion would be consistent both with a single common and independent underlying substrates.
Furthermore, establishing whether or not the effects are additive will constrain computational
cognitive models of attraction.

2.1. Methods

2.1.1. Participants
Prior to running the experiments, we conducted a prospective power analysis using sim-

ulated data. The estimated power to detect a 5% attraction effect with 200 observations per
condition was between 60% and 80%. Due to limited funds, we collected only approximately
179 observations per condition.

Participants (N = 1,100) were recruited on Prolific, a crowd-sourcing platform for aca-
demic studies. Participants were prescreened to be self-reported native speakers of English
who were born in the United States or the United Kingdom, citizens of the United States
or the United Kingdom, and residents of the United States or the United Kingdom at the
time of participation. We chose to conduct the experiment in English because this gave us
access to a wider population of participants necessary for a single-trial experiment. The
second reason was that the control effect, morphosyntactic attraction, is well established
in English, and might be smaller in other languages, such as those with case marking
(Avetisyan et al., 2020). Participation took approximately one minute and was compensated
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Table 1
Example experimental item

Condition Violation Attraction

a. The drawer with the handle OPEN Morphosyntactic None
b. The drawer with the handles OPEN Morphosyntactic Morphosyntactic
c. The drawer with the handle CUTS Semantic None
d. The drawer with the knife CUTS Semantic Semantic
e. The drawer with the handle CUT Double None
f. The drawer with the knives CUT Double Double
g. The drawer with the knife CUT Double Semantic
h. The drawer with the handles CUT Double Morphosyntactic

Conditions (a–f) were tested in Experiment 1, and conditions (g) and (h) were added in Experiment 2. “Double”
stands for simultaneous morphosyntactic and semantic attraction or violation.

with 10p (0.1 GBP). After finishing the experimental task, participants had to indicate (again)
whether they were native speakers of English, U.S./UK citizens, and that they spent the
first 5 years of their life in the United States or the United Kingdom. After excluding data
from participants who responded negatively to any of these questions, 1,072 individuals were
left for the analysis.

2.1.2. Materials
We tested 25 item sets (see Table 1, conditions a–f) in which the verb never fully matched

the subject. It mismatched either the subject’s number (morphosyntactic violation), or theme
(semantic violation), or both (double violation). At the same time, the verb could match or
mismatch the attractor in number (morphosyntactic attraction), meaning (semantic attraction),
or both (double attraction). This set of conditions allowed us to test morphosyntactic attraction
(conditions b vs. a), semantic attraction (d vs. c), as well as double attraction (f vs. e).

The items had the following structure: The subject noun was followed by a prepositional
phrase containing the attractor. The verb had clear thematic restrictions that allowed for only a
subset of nouns to plausibly serve as a subject. Subject- and attractor-verb combinations were
created with the aim to avoid metonymic and metaphorical sense transfers (e.g., a person
glowing with joy).

To assess the degree of semantic match/mismatch, we conducted a post-hoc semantic sim-
ilarity assessment. For each of the 25 item sets, we constructed five subject–verb pairs using
the three noun phrases (the subject and the two attractors) and the two verbs as follows:
“The drawer/the handle opens,” “The drawer/the handle/the knife cuts.” For each pair, we
obtained latent semantic analysis (LSA) measures using the lsa.colorado.edu website (the
pair-wise comparison tab).5 We analyzed the LSA measures using Bayesian linear regression
(for details, see Appendix A). As expected, the preambles constructed to be plausible had
systematically higher LSA values than the ones constructed to be implausible.

2.1.3. Procedure
The study was conducted as a single-trial online experiment in which each participant

saw only one item and only one of the experimental conditions. This avoided adaptation of

http://lsa.colorado.edu
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processing strategies to the stimuli and task. We discuss the implications of the single-trial
design, specifically with respect to statistical power, in the general discussion.

The experiment consisted of instructions, the experimental probe (see Table 1), and the
debriefing questions mentioned above (native language, citizenship, country of residence dur-
ing the first 5 years of life). The instruction was: “In this experiment, we ask you to decide
whether a word fits into the sentence or not. First, you will see the word in question. Memorize
it and proceed when you are ready. Next, you will see a sentence fragment. Decide whether
the word that you memorized could be the next word in this sentence. Click on the red cross
if you think that the word does not fit (for whatever reason) and the green check mark if you
think that the word does fit.” Thornton and MacDonald (2003) showed that presenting the
verb before the preamble produces the same results as the more common oral production task
where the verb follows the preamble.

To indicate whether the verb was a possible continuation of the sentence, participants had
either to click on one of the symbols (green check mark or red X mark) or to press 1 or 2
on the keyboard, where 1 corresponded to “good fit” and 2 to “bad fit.” Note that the verb
never perfectly matched the subject, and the correct response was therefore always to reject
the verb. However, since each participant performed only one trial, the correct response could
not be guessed based on knowledge from previous trials.

A reviewer pointed out that participants might judge the fit of the subject and the verb even
before seeing the attractor immediately upon seeing the subject, that is, before even reading
the attractor. This strategy is, however, unlikely: Participants did not know that the word in
question was a verb (“cut” could be a verb or a noun). And even if they assumed that it was a
verb, it was not clear that the first noun was necessarily the corresponding subject. Participants
therefore needed to read the full preamble to do the task, and, to preview, the results indicated
that they did. Having said that, in a standard repeated measures design, participants may well
have developed such a strategy, which highlights one of the benefits of the single-trial design
used here.

The experiment was programmed using the Ibex6 software and run on the IbexFarm cloud
service operated by Alex Drummond.

2.1.4. Data analysis
All analyses were conducted with the R system for statistical computing (R Development

Core Team, 2009). Accuracy in the judgment tasks was analyzed using hierarchical logistic
regressions in the Bayesian framework (Vasishth, Nicenboim, Beckman, Li, & Kong, 2018)
using the “brms” package (Bürkner, 2017). Plots were produced with the “ggplot2” and “tidy-
bayes” packages (Kay, 2019; Wickham, 2016). Inferences were based on the posterior dis-
tributions of the parameters, which are reported in terms of the posterior mean, the 95%
percentile interval (CrI), and the posterior probability that the true parameter value lies on
one side of zero (e.g., P(β > 0) = 0.9).7 When nearly all of the posterior mass for an esti-
mate fell on one side of zero, we considered the effect reliable. However, note that we do not
adopt a strict threshold here, we instead evaluate the posterior in a graded fashion.

Treatment contrasts were used to code the two factors: the type of violation (morphosyn-
tactic, semantic, or both) with morphosyntactic violations serving as the reference level,
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(a) (b)

Fig. 1. Results of experiment 1. Panel A: Estimated condition means with 95% credible intervals. Panel B: Pos-
terior distributions for the attraction effects. The posterior for the semantic and the double attraction effects (light
gray) was obtained by combining the posteriors for morphosyntactic attraction and the posterior for the differ-
ence between the morphosyntactic and semantic attraction or the morphosyntactic and the double attraction. All
parameters are on the log-odds scale. Error bars around the posterior means represent 66% (thick) and 95% (thin)
credible intervals.

and attraction (none, morphosyntactic, semantic) with no attraction being the reference level
(Schad, Vasishth, Hohenstein, & Kliegl, 2020). We estimated both simple effects as well as the
interactions.8 As regularizing priors for the fixed effects, we used a normal distribution with
mean 0 and standard deviation 1. These priors allow for a wide range for effect sizes from 0%
up to 90% and discourage only implausibly large effects bigger than 90%. For other parame-
ters, we used default brms priors. Random effects for participants were not needed since each
participant contributed only one measurement (single-trial design). Random effects for items
were maximal with full variance–covariance matrices (Barr, Levy, Scheepers, & Tily, 2013;
Schielzeth & Forstmeier, 2009). The models were run with four chains, 4,000 iterations per
chain, with half of iterations discarded as warm-up. All R̂s were close to 1, indicating that the
chains mixed properly.

2.2. Results

The estimated proportions of correct responses in each condition are shown in Fig. 1a, and
the posterior distributions of the parameters in Fig. 1b.

Accuracy in condition (a), the baseline for morphosyntactic attraction, was 77% (β̂ = 1.22,
95%-CrI: [0.86, 1.60]). There was little evidence suggesting that accuracy in the baseline for
semantic attraction (c) differed from the baseline for morphosyntactic attraction (a) (77%
vs.73%, β̂ = 0.25, 95%-CrI: [−1.13, 0.64], P(β < 0) = 0.73). However, accuracy in con-
dition (e), the baseline for double attraction, was reliably higher than that in (a) (77%
vs. 89%, β̂ = 0.85, 95%-CrI: [0.21, 1.57], P(β < 0) = 0.004), which suggests that double
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subject–verb fit violations were easier to spot than isolated morphosyntactic or semantic
violations.

We found the classic agreement attraction effect, that is, accuracy was considerably lower
in condition (b) with morphosyntactic attraction compared to baseline (a) without attraction
(77% vs. 56%, β̂ = −1.00, 95%-CrI: [−1.50, −0.49], P(β < 0) = 0.999). Neither seman-
tic nor double attraction effects differed from the morphosyntactic attraction effect (seman-
tic attraction: 49% vs. 45%, β̂ = −0.17, 95%-CrI: [−1.07, 0.68], P(β < 0) = 0.65; double
attraction: 75% vs. 78%, β̂ = 0.17, 95%-CrI: [−0.75, 1.12], P(β < 0) = 0.35).9

To assess more directly whether semantic attraction was reliably different from zero, we
combined the posterior of the morphosyntactic attraction effect with the posterior of the dif-
ference between the morphosyntactic and semantic attraction effects (McElreath, 2016). The
resulting posterior for the size of the semantic attraction effect (comparison between con-
ditions c and d) suggested a highly reliable decrease in response accuracy in the presence
of semantic attraction (73% vs. 45%, β̂ = −1.17, 95%-CrI: [−1.96, −0.47], P(β < 0) =
0.999).

These effect sizes are slightly bigger (potentially due to the single-trial design) but largely
in line with those reported in earlier research using similar tasks: 17% in Schlueter et al.
(2019), 18% in Staub (2009), and 13% and 19% in the sentence repetition paradigm used by
Thornton and MacDonald (2003).

2.3. Discussion

In line with the predictions of the Lewis and Vasishth model, we found a semantic attraction
effect similar in manifestation and size to the classic morphosyntactic attraction effect. These
results conceptually replicate the semantic interference effect reported by Cunnings and Sturt
(2018) in eye movements during reading. We will review the broader implications of this
finding in the general discussion.

Another goal of Experiment 1 was to assess whether these two types of attraction effects
interact: under- or overadditive effects would favor a common underlying mechanism. While
we observed an interaction—the effect of double attraction was not larger than single mor-
phosyntactic or semantic attraction (in log-odds)—the relevant comparison of conditions may
have been flawed: Isolated morphosyntactic and semantic attraction effects were tested with
subject–verb combinations that violated either morphosyntactic agreement or semantic plau-
sibility. In contrast, double attraction was tested with subject–verb combinations that mis-
matched along both dimensions, morphosyntax and semantic plausibility. The results show
that this double violation was easier to spot than single violations (higher accuracy in con-
dition e than in conditions a or c). So, while double attraction might be stronger than single
attraction, that effect may have been partly counteracted and canceled out by the easier detec-
tion of the subject–verb mismatch in (e).

To address this shortcoming of the design, we conducted Experiment 2 with two addi-
tional conditions. In these conditions, both morphosyntactic and thematic fit between the
subject noun and the verb were violated (as in conditions e and f). In each of the additional
conditions, the attractor matched the verb along a single dimension, either morphosyntactic
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or semantic. Experiment 2 therefore allows us to cleanly compare morphosyntactic, seman-
tic, and double attraction in the presence of the same double subject–verb fit violation. A
secondary goal of Experiment 2 was to replicate the semantic attraction effect found in
Experiment 1.

3. Experiment 2

3.1. Methods

3.1.1. Participants
Participant recruitment procedure and exclusion criteria were the same as for Experiment 1.

Individuals who participated in Experiment 1 were blocked from participating in Experiment
2. We tested more participants in order to maintain the same number of observations per
condition as in Experiment 1 and thus the same statistical power: 1,450 individuals took part
in the experiment; after applying exclusion criteria, data from 1,426 individuals were left in
the analysis.

3.1.2. Materials
We retained all conditions from Experiment 1 but added conditions (g) and (h) that intro-

duce morphosyntactic and semantic attraction manipulation in the presence of a double vio-
lation of subject–verb fit (see Table 1).

3.1.3. Procedure
Experimental procedure was identical to that of Experiment 1.

3.1.4. Data analysis
To establish the reliability of the semantic attraction effect, we repeated the analysis from

Experiment 1 but excluded conditions (e) and (f), since comparisons with these conditions
are confounded as explained above. Consequently, for the analysis of conditions (a)–(d), we
were left with a 2 × 2 design with factors type of violation (morphosyntactic or semantic)
and attraction (present or not). As in Experiment 1, these factors were coded as treatment
contrasts with morphosyntactic violation as the reference level for factor type of violation and
no attraction as the reference level for the factor attraction.

To assess the interaction of morphosyntactic and semantic attraction in conditions (e)–(h),
we fit a separate model with factors morphosyntactic attraction, semantic attraction, and their
interaction. Morphosyntactic and semantic attraction were coded with sum contrasts such that
the parameter estimates captured the main effects of morphosyntactic and semantic attraction
(i.e., the effect averaged across the levels of the respective other factor). As before, the models
included full by-item random effects and used the same regularizing priors.

3.2. Results

The estimated proportions of correct responses in each condition can be seen in Fig. 2a,
and posterior distributions of the parameters in Figs. 2b and 2c.
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Fig. 2. Results of experiment 2. Panel A: Estimated condition means with 95% credible intervals. Panel B: Pos-
terior distributions for the model of conditions (a)–(d). The posterior for semantic attraction (light gray) was
obtained by combining the posteriors for morphosyntactic attraction and the difference between the semantic and
morphosyntactic attraction. Panel C: Posterior distributions for the model of conditions (e)–(h). All parameters
are on the log-odds scale. Error bars around the posterior means represent 66% (thick) and 95% (thin) credible
intervals.

Analysis replicating results of Experiment 1 (conditions a–d) Accuracy in the baseline
condition for morphosyntactic attraction (a) was 76% (β̂ = 1.18, 95%-CrI: [0.69, 1.72]).
Accuracy in the baseline condition for semantic attraction (c) was slightly lower but not
reliably so (76% vs. 67%, β̂ = −0.45, 95%-CrI: [−1.37, 0.48], P(β < 0) = 0.83). The mor-
phosyntactic attraction effect (a vs. b) was in the expected direction but not entirely reli-
able this time (76% vs. 70%, β̂ = −0.36, 95%-CrI: [−0.88, 0.17], P(β < 0) = 0.90). The
effect of semantic attraction was numerically bigger but did not reliably differ from the
effect of morphosyntactic attraction (59% vs. 43%, β̂ = −0.65, 95%-CrI: [−1.63, 0.27],
P(β > 0) = 0.93). As in Experiment 1, we combined posteriors to get a direct estimate of
the semantic attraction effect (d vs. c) and to see whether it was different from zero. The
result shows that semantic attraction reliably decreased response accuracy (67% vs. 43%,
β̂ = −1.01, 95%-CrI: [−1.83, −0.24], P(β < 0) = 0.993), thus replicating the semantic
attraction effect found in Experiment 1.

Analysis testing the interaction of morphosyntactic and semantic attraction (conditions
e–h) The average accuracy across conditions was 82% (β̂ = 1.5, 95%-CrI: [1.1, 1.9]). Mor-
phosyntactic attraction reliably decreased response accuracy (87% vs. 75%, β̂ = −0.8, 95%-
CrI: [−1.5, −0.17], P(β < 0) = 0.99). Likewise, semantic attraction reliably decreased accu-
racy (89% vs. 72%, β̂ = −1.1, 95%-CrI: [−1.6, −0.63], P(β < 0) = 0.999). There was no
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interaction of morphosyntactic and semantic attraction, that is, their effects were approxi-
mately additive in log-odds (83% vs. 80%, β̂ = −0.37, 95%-CrI: [−1.6, 0.82], P(β < 0) =
0.74).

3.3. Discussion

The two goals of Experiment 2 were to confirm the reliability of the semantic attraction
effect and to test whether the semantic and morphosyntactic attraction effects are additive
given appropriate control conditions. We successfully replicated the semantic attraction effect,
both in the context of single and double subject–verb fit violations. The outcomes of Exper-
iment 2 also suggest that morphosyntactic and semantic attraction effects are approximately
additive, which is consistent with a single common substrate but also with separate substrates
for morphosyntactic and semantic attraction.

While these results are in line with the key predictions of the Lewis and Vasishth model,
the design of our experimental items has a potential confound that could, in principle, account
for the semantic attraction effect: In semantic attraction conditions with single subject–verb
fit violations (d), the attractor and the verb could sometimes form locally coherent noun–noun
compounds, such as “tree blossoms,” “knife cuts,” “fountain bubbles,” and so on. Thus, it is
possible that participants accepted the memorized word as a continuation in condition (d) not
due to semantic attraction but because they adopted a noun–noun compound interpretation.
This is possible in particular because we did not instruct participants to interpret the contin-
uation word as a verb. To assess whether and how much this confound may have influenced
our estimate of the semantic attraction effect, we reran the analysis with the data from both
experiments but excluded the stimuli that allowed the compound interpretation (N = 1,426,
exactly as many as the original Experiment 2). In this analysis, the key semantic attraction
effect was still present in conditions with both single and double subject–verb fit violations
(see Appendix C for details). To get a better and unbiased estimate of semantic attraction,
we also replicated Experiment 2 using a new set of items in which the noun–noun compound
interpretation was ruled out.

4. Experiment 3

4.1. Methods

4.1.1. Participants
Participant recruitment procedure was the same as for Experiments 1 and 2. Individuals

who participated in Experiments 1 and 2, as well as individuals who participated in the pretest
of experimental materials, were blocked from participating in Experiment 3. We tested 2,600
participants; after applying exclusion criteria, data from 2,454 participants were left in the
analysis (compare to the pooled N = 2,498 in Experiments 1 and 2).

4.1.2. Materials
We created a new set of experimental items. To exclude the possibility of noun–noun com-

pound interpretations, the attractor noun was followed by an adverb unambiguously signaling
that the memorized word must be a verb, see example item in Table 2.
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Table 2
Example experimental item from Experiment 3

Condition Violation Attraction

a. The bakery near the office building rarely SMELL Morph. None
b. The bakery near the office buildings rarely SMELL Morph. Morph.
c. The bakery near the office building rarely SPRAYS Semantic None
d. The bakery near the fire hydrant rarely SPRAYS Semantic Semantic
e. The bakery near the office building rarely SPRAY Double None
f. The bakery near the fire hydrants rarely SPRAY Double Double
g. The bakery near the fire hydrant rarely SPRAY Double Semantic
h. The bakery near the office buildings rarely SPRAY Double Morph.

“Double” stands for simultaneous morphosyntactic and semantic attraction or violation, depending on the col-
umn.

To ensure that the semantic match/mismatch was actually perceived as such by native
English speakers, we conducted a plausibility norming pretest. For each of the 32 items sets,
we constructed five sentence preambles using the three noun phrases (the subject and the
two attractors) and the two verbs as follows: “The bakery/the office building rarely smells
…”, “The bakery/the office building/the fire hydrant rarely sprays …”. Participants then rated
these preambles on a 1–7 Likert scale. Each participant (N = 50, recruited online on Prolific)
saw all 32 experimental items, each item in one out of five conditions. Lists were created
following a Latin square design. We analyzed the results using Bayesian ordinal regression
(Veríssimo, 2021; for details, see Appendix B). As expected, the preambles constructed to
be plausible received systematically higher ratings than the ones constructed to be implau-
sible. Based on model estimates, we excluded four items for which the estimated difference
between the plausible and implausible conditions was the smallest and not reliably differ-
ent from zero. We additionally excluded one item for which a distributive interpretation of
the number attraction condition was available. This left us with 27 experimental items for
Experiment 3. The full list of experimental items can be found in the Supporting Information.

4.1.3. Procedure
The experimental procedure was similar to that of Experiments 1 and 2 with a small modifi-

cation: We introduced two training sentences so that participants could familiarize themselves
with the experimental procedure. For the training sentences, participants also had to memorize
a word (which was not necessarily a verb) and judge whether the word fit the sentence pream-
ble. One of the training sentences was ill-formed (“The house by the new FURIOUSLY …)”,
and we excluded data from participants who failed to notice the ill-formedness. This lead
to exclusion of 5% of data points, but the results remained the same when data from these
participants were retained.

4.1.4. Data analysis
We replicated both analyses from Experiment 2.
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Fig. 3. Results of experiment 3. Panel A: Estimated condition means with 95% credible intervals. Panel B: Pos-
terior distributions for the model of conditions (a)–(d). The posterior for semantic attraction (light gray) was
obtained by combining the posteriors for morphosyntactic attraction and the difference between the semantic and
morphosyntactic attraction. Panel C: Posterior distributions for the model of conditions (e)–(h). All parameters
are on the log-odds scale. Error bars around the posterior means represent 66% (thick) and 95% (thin) credible
intervals.

4.2. Results

The estimated proportions of correct responses in each condition can be seen in Fig. 3a,
and posterior distributions of the parameters in Figs. 3b and 3c.

Conditions a–d Accuracy in the baseline condition for morphosyntactic attraction (a)
was 67% (β̂ = 0.72, 95%-CrI: [0.28, 1.2]). Accuracy in the baseline condition for seman-
tic attraction (c) was only slightly higher (67% vs. 71%, β̂ = 0.18, 95%-CrI: [−0.81, 1.2],
P(β < 0) = 0.37). The expected morphosyntactic attraction effect was highly reliable (a vs.
b) (67% vs. 38%, β̂ = −1.2, 95%-CrI: [−1.6, −0.81], P(β < 0) = 0.999). The effect of
semantic attraction was numerically bigger but did not reliably differ from the effect of mor-
phosyntactic attraction (42% vs. 38%, β̂ = −0.17, 95%-CrI: [−0.9, 0.55], P(β < 0) = 0.67).
As in Experiment 1, we combined posteriors to get a direct estimate of the semantic attraction
effect (d vs. c). The result shows that semantic attraction reliably decreased response accuracy
(39% vs. 70%, β̂ = −1.36, 95%-CrI: [−1.99, −0.78], P(β < 0) = 0.999) thus replicating
the semantic attraction effect found in Experiments 1 and 2. Note that both attraction effects,
morphosyntactic and semantic, were larger in Experiment 3 than in Experiments 1 and 2.

Conditions e–h The average accuracy across conditions was 80%, (β̂ = 1.4, 95%-CrI:
[1, 1.8]). Morphosyntactic attraction reliably decreased response accuracy (85% vs. 74%,
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β̂ = −0.67, 95%-CrI: [−1.1, −0.3], P(β < 0) = 0.999). Likewise semantic attraction reli-
ably decreased accuracy (88% vs. 68%, β̂ = −1.2, 95%-CrI: [−1.6, −0.87], P(β < 0) =
0.999). There was a small numerical trend toward a superadditive interaction of morphosyn-
tactic and semantic attraction (82% vs. 78%, β̂ = −0.46, 95%-CrI: [−1.1, 0.21], P(β < 0) =
0.91). Again, attraction effects were numerically larger in Experiment 3 than in Experiment 2.

To obtain an even more precise estimate of the interaction, we also combined data from
all three experiments and repeated the last analysis (the possible confound in the stimulus
design in Experiments 1 and 2 did not affect the relevant conditions). The analysis of the
combined dataset (N = 2,338) still did not yield reliable evidence for an interaction between
morphosyntactic and semantic attraction (82% vs. 80%, β̂ = −0.27, 95%-CrI: [−0.78, 0.24],
P(β < 0) = 0.85).

4.3. Discussion

The main goal of Experiment 3 was to replicate the results of Experiment 2 with an
improved set of stimuli that rule out noun–noun compound interpretations in one of the two
semantic attraction conditions (d). All effects reported in previous experiments were qualita-
tively replicated. We found semantic attraction effects both in single and double subject–verb
fit violation configurations, and the effect size of semantic attraction was similar to that of
morphosyntactic attraction. These results are qualitatively consistent with the predictions
of Lewis and Vasishth model as outlined in the introduction. In the following section, we
investigate whether the Lewis and Vasishth model also provides a good quantitative fit to the
data.

5. Computational simulation with the Lewis and Vasishth model

In the following, we explain the predictions of the Lewis and Vasishth model in more detail
and investigate whether these predictions can be improved by adjusting the model parameters.
For this purpose, we used an implementation of the Lewis and Vasishth model in R, the so-
called interACT model (Engelmann et al., 2019).

We first lay out the linking hypothesis that allows us to link model dynamics to the response
variable produced by our task. With default parameters, the Lewis and Vasishth model pre-
dicts the resulting parse and the time it will take to build this parse. The model does not
explicitly track sentence grammaticality or well-formedness: a syntactic structure is either
built, in which case it is assumed to be correct, or it is not built if retrieval of a constituent
from memory fails. The most straightforward mapping from model dynamics to our task is
therefore to assume that a failure to build a structure results in rejecting the sentence as ill-
formed (correct response in our task), and that retrieving a noun from memory and subsequent
formation of a subject–verb dependency—correct or not—results in accepting the verb (incor-
rect response in our task). The first scenario corresponds to failing to build a parse—after all,
there is no correct parse—whereas the second scenario corresponds to the illusion of a correct
parse when there is none.
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Fig. 4. Modeling results. Panel A: Model predictions compared to the observed data. Gray bars represent pre-
dictions of Lewis and Vasishth model with the best-fitting set of parameters. Colored lines represent the 95%
credible intervals of the observed condition means from Experiment 3. Panel B: Prediction error as a function
of the two varied parameters. Dark shades indicate a better fit. The white dot marks the best-fitting parameter
combination.

Recall that retrieval failure happens when the activations of all chunks in memory lie below
the retrieval threshold—the lower the activation of each chunk, the higher the probability of
retrieval failure, and therefore, of a correct response. In all attraction conditions, the attrac-
tor matches more retrieval cues than in the respective control conditions, which increases
the activation of the attractor noun and the probability that it will be retrieved and attached.
Therefore, in attraction conditions, the probability of a correct response is always predicted
to be lower.

Furthermore, retrieval failure (leading to correct responses) should happen more often in
conditions with double violation of subject–verb fit than in conditions with single violation of
subject–verb fit. The Lewis and Vasishth model therefore predicts higher accuracy in condi-
tions with double violation of subject–verb fit (the exception is condition f where the attractor
matches two features of the verb).

While it appears that the Lewis and Vasishth model should in principle reproduce the qual-
itative pattern of our results (see Fig. 4a), the standard version of the model, as reported by
Lewis and Vasishth (2005), has a retrieval activation threshold that is set so low that some
item will always be retrieved from memory even if it mismatches two out of three retrieval
cues. Consequently, the Lewis and Vasishth model with default parameter settings predicts
no failed retrievals, and hence 0% accuracy in all conditions, which is clearly implausible.
To address the default model’s failure to capture the observed pattern, we explored through
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Table 3
Summary of cue–feature matches for the subject and the attractor nouns across experimental conditions predicted
by Lewis and Vasishth model

Condition Retrieval cues Subject matches Attractor matches

+SUBJ +SUBJ

a. The drawer with the handle OPEN +PL

+OPENABLE +OPENABLE

+SUBJ +SUBJ

b. The drawer with the handles OPEN +PL +PL

+OPENABLE +OPENABLE

+SUBJ +SUBJ

c. The drawer with the handle CUTS +SG +SG +SG

+CAN_CUT

+SUBJ +SUBJ

d. The drawer with the knife CUTS +SG +SG +SG

+CAN_CUT +CAN_CUT

+SUBJ +SUBJ

e. The drawer with the handle CUT +PL

+CAN_CUT

+SUBJ +SUBJ

f. The drawer with the knives CUT +PL +PL

+CAN_CUT +CAN_CUT

+SUBJ +SUBJ

g. The drawer with the knife CUT +PL

+CAN_CUT +CAN_CUT

+SUBJ +SUBJ

h. The drawer with the handles CUT +PL +PL

+CAN_CUT

simulations whether changes in two relevant parameters allow the model to fit the observed
pattern qualitatively and quantitatively.

5.1. Simulations

The interACT implementation of the Lewis and Vasishth model introduced two modifi-
cations of the original model that are, however, irrelevant for our design (Engelmann et al.,
2019).10 For our simulations, the interACT implementation yields identical results to the orig-
inal LISP implementation of the Lewis and Vasishth model. Both implementations only allow
the use of two retrieval cues. For that reason, we modified interACT to allow the use of three
cues needed for the present purposes: structural (indicating whether a noun is in subject posi-
tion, ±SUBJ), morphosyntactic (±SG, ±PL), and semantic (e.g., ±CAN_CUT). Table 3 shows
cue–feature match patterns for all conditions of one example item. The binary semantic fea-
tures that either fully match or mismatch are likely a simplification of the true state of affairs.
For a discussion of how semantic cues can be implemented in a more principled and graded
way and how their use can be compared across different models, the reader may refer to Smith
and Vasishth (2020).
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In the Lewis and Vasishth model, the probability of retrieving a word from memory depends
on three parameters:

Probability of retrieval = 1

1 + e
τ−A

s

We varied two of those parameters: τ and s. Parameter τ is the retrieval activation thresh-
old: the higher the threshold, the lower the probability that some item will be retrieved from
memory. If none of the candidates reaches the activation threshold, parsing fails. In ACT-R,
the default value of this parameter is 0 (it is −1.5 in the Lewis and Vasishth model). We varied
it around 0 within the boundaries of −1.5 to 1.5 in 13 steps of size 0.25.

Parameter s represents the amount of noise in the system, for example, random fluctuations
in activation. These can increase or decrease item activation, which affects the probability of
retrieval. The more noise, the less likely it is that the correct item will be retrieved. If noise is
close to 0, the transition from low to high probability of retrieval is abrupt (step function), but
with greater noise, the transition will follow a smooth sigmoidal function. We varied noise
between 0.05 and 0.5 in 10 steps of 0.05 (the default value used in both ACT-R and the Lewis
and Vasishth model is 0.2, and in general ACT-R modeling, it is typically varied below 0.5).

We used grid search to systematically vary the two parameters that affect the probabil-
ity of a retrieval failure: the retrieval activation threshold and the noise parameter. We then
identified the set of parameters that most closely reproduced the condition means observed
in Experiment 3. Prediction error was quantified in terms of the average mean-squared error
across the eight experimental conditions. The simulation was run for 5,000 iterations for each
combination of parameter values.

5.2. Results

The model predictions generated by the best-fitting set of parameters (retrieval activation
threshold: 1, noise: 0.5) are shown in Fig. 4a (gray bars). The model qualitatively predicts
all effects we observed: the morphosyntactic and semantic attraction effects both in single
and in double subject–verb fit violation conditions, as well as the double attraction effect.
The standard error of the model’s predictions is below 1%, which means that a difference
of several percent between conditions is robust. Quantitatively, the model’s predictions lie
within the 95% credible intervals for six out of the eight conditions.

Fig. 4b shows how the parameters influence model fit: the retrieval activation threshold
affects the fit more than noise, but higher noise values also contribute to a better fit because
noise can reduce the activation of the most active item and thus lead to retrieval failures (i.e.,
correct responses in our task).

To assess whether the predictions of the Lewis and Vasishth model are sufficiently con-
strained and the model does not predict reverse attraction effects under some parameter con-
figurations, we computed the whole range of model predictions for the attraction effects gen-
erated by all possible parameter values, see Fig. 5. The key insight is that Lewis and Vasishth
model always predicts correct effect direction (decrease in accuracy due to attraction, blue
in the graph) or no effect, but never an incorrect effect direction (increase in accuracy due to
attraction, would be red in the graph).
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Fig. 5. Attraction effect predicted by Lewis and Vasishth model for acceptability judgments as a function of
parameter value. Note that every predicted attraction effect goes in the right direction (blue reflects lower accuracy
in attraction conditions). The figure contains only four panels for five attraction effects since from the point of
view of the model, semantic and morphosyntactic attraction effects in double verb violation setup are the same,
and predictions for conditions (g) and (h) do not differ. Predicted attraction effects are larger for semantic attraction
(d–c) than for morphosyntactic attraction (b–a) as in the case of semantic attraction, the attractor matches more
features of the verb (see Table 3).

5.3. Discussion of simulation results

We demonstrated that the Lewis and Vasishth model in general predicts the correct direc-
tion of all attraction effects in acceptability judgments, and that varying the values of two
parameters allowed the model to approximate condition means with a good quantitative fit.
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The best-fitting value of the retrieval activation threshold takes on a value (1) that is higher
than the default in ACT-R (0) but still plausible. Informally, high retrieval activation threshold
represents higher rigor: a structure is built only when the model is confident that it should be
built. However, the best-fitting value of noise seems implausible as the estimated value (0.5)
was higher than the estimate obtained for participants with aphasia (0.45, Lissón et al., 2021;
Mätzig, Vasishth, Engelmann, Caplan, & Burchert, 2018).

6. General discussion

Our main goal was to establish whether the well-known agreement attraction effect in sen-
tence comprehension has a counterpart in the semantic domain as was first suggested by
reading time data presented by Cunnings and Sturt (2018). In doing so, we also aimed to
disambiguate between morphosyntactic theories of agreement attraction, which do not pre-
dict semantic attraction effects, and more general sentence processing theories, which do. In
three experiments, we replicated the classic morphosyntactic agreement attraction effect,11

and in all three experiments, we also found highly robust semantic attraction effects12 that
were similar in size to the morphosyntactic attraction effects. Specifically, participants were
more likely to accept an unlicensed plural verb as a continuation of a sentence fragment con-
taining a singular subject when another plural noun was present (agreement attraction: “The
drawer with the handles open …).” Likewise, participants were also more likely to accept a
verb that mismatched the subject semantically as a continuation of the sentence when another
noun matched the verb’s semantic requirements (semantic attraction: “The drawer with the
knife cuts …).” The fact that morphosyntactic and semantic attraction effects were of similar
size suggests that both types of errors may be subserved by a common processing substrate.
The lack of an interaction between the morphosyntactic and semantic attraction effects is
consistent with both a common and with distinct processing substrates.

The Lewis and Vasishth model predicts the observed effects qualitatively. To assess the
quantitative fit, we conducted computational simulations with the interACT implementation
of the Lewis and Vasishth model (Engelmann et al., 2019). In these simulations, we found
that the Lewis and Vasishth model can in principle provide a good quantitative fit to the
judgment data. In the following, we briefly discuss the implications of these findings for
various theoretical accounts. First, however, we would like to explicitly differentiate our
findings from earlier findings that show an involvement of semantic features in agreement
attraction.

The aim of our work was to show that semantic features may not only modulate agreement
computations, but also give rise to their own attraction effects, that is, lead to attraction-like
effects without any involvement of morphosyntactic features, such as number. To illustrate
this point and to delineate it from related work, we list studies that investigated the influence
of semantics in the context of agreement attraction and explain how these findings differ from
ours. The most important difference is that no study tested whether semantic properties of
attractor influence the choice of verb stem. Bock and Miller (1991) report that the animacy
of the attractor in object relative clauses increases the rate of number attraction errors. While
this demonstrates an involvement of semantic features in agreement attraction, it by no means
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shows that semantic features can give rise to genuinely semantic attraction effects. Similarly,
Thornton and MacDonald (2003) demonstrated that a good thematic fit between the attractor
and the verb increased the rate of number attraction errors, but again this did not demonstrate
that semantic features can lead to semantic attraction errors. Solomon and Pearlmutter (2004)
showed that tight semantic integration between nouns comprising the subject noun phrase
increases the rate of number attraction error. Again, no semantic attraction errors where tested
or shown. Finally, Schlueter et al. (2019) used semantic match/mismatch to test which partic-
ular noun was retrieved when participants were presented with sentences containing number
attraction errors, such as “The boy by the trees are really very CHUBBY/GREEN,” but the
semantic manipulation served only as an instrument to tap into the representation that par-
ticipants built when processing sentences with agreement attraction errors. Their study did
neither test nor demonstrate semantic attraction errors. In sum, all these studies showed the
involvement of semantics in the computation of morphosyntactic agreement, but none of them
demonstrated purely semantic agreement errors, such as selecting a verb that thematically fits
attractor instead of the subject. To our knowledge, the only previous study suggesting that
independent semantic attraction may exist is the eye-tracking (during reading) study by Cun-
nings and Sturt (2018) discussed earlier. Our findings therefore go beyond earlier findings
because they demonstrate that the scope of the attraction phenomenon is wider than previ-
ously believed, specifically that it extends beyond morphosyntax.

6.1. Feature Percolation and Marking and Morphing

Feature Percolation (Nicol et al., 1997; Vigliocco & Nicol, 1998) and Marking and Morph-
ing (Bock et al., 2001) have both initially been proposed to explain sentence production, not
comprehension. However, the fact that agreement attraction effects occur in production and
in comprehension and that they largely (but not entirely) pattern together has led researchers
to consider these accounts also as explanations for comprehension, where they had some con-
siderable success. For instance, both accounts explain the singular–plural asymmetry (Bock
& Cutting, 1992; Bock & Eberhard, 1993; Wagers et al., 2009) and the finding that compre-
henders, when asked, tend to report the correct subject but with incorrect number marking
(Avetisyan et al., 2020; Paape, Avetisyan, Lago, & Vasishth, 2021; Patson & Husband, 2016;
Schlueter et al., 2019).

Given that both these accounts assume the locus of attraction to be in morphosyntactic pro-
cessing, they make the clear prediction that attraction effects should occur only when mor-
phosyntactic features create the configuration required for attraction to arise. In stark contrast
to that prediction, our data show that attraction can also arise without the involvement of mor-
phosyntactic features, and that purely semantic attraction effects not only exist, but that they
are as big—which is quite big—as morphosyntactic attraction effects. Feature Percolation
and Marking and Morphing therefore do not appear to offer complete explanations for the
attraction phenomenon in sentence comprehension.

To incorporate semantic attraction into Feature Percolation and Marking and Morphing,
these accounts would need to be either significantly extended by changing some of their core
assumptions, or their principles would need to be incorporated into more general models
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of attraction mechanism, such as the Lewis and Vasishth model. The latter option is per-
haps more attractive as it acknowledges that both types of accounts capture certain aspects of
attraction quite well—the singular–plural asymmetry and notional plurality, on the one hand,
and semantic attraction effects on the other hand. In sum, we can say that while our data do
not support the idea that Feature Percolation and Marking and Morphing offer a complete
account of attraction in comprehension, they both still capture important findings and their
key ideas therefore remain relevant.

6.2. The Lewis and Vasishth model

The Lewis and Vasishth model was not designed to explain attraction effects. In this model,
attraction effects arise from independently motivated ideas about human memory and infor-
mation processing. The Lewis and Vasishth model has primarily been evaluated on its predic-
tions with respect to morphosyntactic features, and little attention has been given to its pre-
dictions involving other kinds of features. Our experiments therefore provide an interesting
new perspective on the model. Specifically, our experiments evaluated the surprising predic-
tion that attraction effects are not limited to the morphosyntactic domain, an idea that, despite
multiple decades of research on agreement attraction, has, to our knowledge, not received any
attention until recently (Cunnings & Sturt, 2018). The Lewis and Vasishth model also predicts
that morphosyntactic and semantic attraction effects should have similar or the same size. The
fact that both of these predictions were confirmed constitutes strong evidence that this model
is capturing key processing principles at the foundations of language comprehension and per-
haps language processing and cognition more broadly.

The Lewis and Vasishth model predicts semantic, morphosyntactic, and double attraction
effects, and by allowing some parameters to take non-default values, it can closely, though not
perfectly, reproduce the observed effects. This suggests that the Lewis and Vasishth model
could claim the place of a universal account of attraction phenomena. However, some evi-
dence speaks against that conclusion: First, the value of the noise parameter that provides
the best fit to the data is problematic since it has no external justification, and noise levels
like those in the optimal model would be more plausible if the participants had language or
memory disorders, which was not the case. This shortcoming is alleviated, though, by the fact
that lower noise levels still provide a decent fit to the data. See Fig. 4 that shows that with
low noise values, such as 0.15, we still obtained a good fit. Nonetheless, this issue poses a
challenge for the model and it needs to be addressed in some way. Second, recall that the
Lewis and Vasishth model does not cover the full range of findings about agreement attrac-
tion effects. The singular–plural asymmetry as well as notional plurality effects lie beyond
the scope of the model as currently formulated; though it is in principle possible to import
ideas from Feature Percolation and Marking and Morphing to remedy these shortcomings.

The integration of ideas from Feature Percolation and Marking and Morphing into the
Lewis and Vasishth model could take many different shapes; a detailed discussion and eval-
uation is therefore beyond the scope of the present study. It is not clear, for instance, how
precisely the percolation of features could be implemented in Lewis and Vasishth model,
whether that would even make sense within this model, and how it would affect the models’
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predictions for other linguistic structures. Since semantic and morphosyntactic features are
believed to have the same status in the model, one would also have to think about the percola-
tion of semantic features, whether that notion makes any sense, and how its predictions could
be tested in experiments.

Implementing ideas about markedness of number features might, however, be relatively
straightforward. For instance, to account for the singular–plural asymmetry in agreement
attraction, it might be sufficient to have only +PL but no corresponding +SG features, as
originally proposed by Wagers et al. (2009). As for notional plurality effects, the part of the
Marking and Morphing model that accounts for these is already covered by another general
sentence processing model, SOSP (Self-Organized Sentence Processing, Smith et al., 2018) in
which the effects were successfully modeled by decomposing the abstract concept of notional
plurality into several smaller-scale independently motivated semantic features. The Lewis and
Vasishth model could perhaps be extended in a similar fashion.

One further challenge for the Lewis and Vasishth model is that it predicts that attraction
errors in ill-formed sentences are caused by miscasting of the attractor noun as the subject.
That is, the model predicts that the attractor noun is retrieved instead of the subject and sub-
sequently used as the subject leading to an interpretation of the sentence that considerably
deviates from the intended interpretation. In contrast to this idea, Schlueter et al. (2019)
demonstrated that the attractor noun is used in place of the subject only in a minority of
cases. The more common error was that the interpretation used the correct subject but with
incorrect number marking, as predicted by encoding accounts of attraction. Although this
finding is problematic for the Lewis and Vasishth model, it is in general difficult to establish
which noun was retrieved during parsing, as question responses might tap into processes that
take place at a later time, for example, posthoc reinterpretation during the question answer-
ing period (Bader & Meng, 2018; Meng & Bader, 2021). Either way, this issue remains a
conundrum that research on attraction will have to resolve sooner or later.

6.3. A reanalysis account of agreement attraction in comprehension

While our results are largely in line with the predictions of the Lewis and Vasishth model,
this is not the only model compatible with our results. Another contender is the reanalysis
account proposed by Wagers et al. (2009). Wagers et al. were the first to observe that cue-
based parsing as implemented in the Lewis and Vasishth model could potentially explain
agreement attraction effects in sentence comprehension (note that this is true only for the
processing of ill-formed sentences; in well-formed sentences, the Lewis and Vasishth model
predicts a slowdown in number match conditions, see Nicenboim, Vasishth, Engelmann, &
Suckow, 2018). However, Wagers et al. also proposed an alternative account that explained
their data equally well. The idea is the following: Based on the properties of the subject,
the parser predicts a verb with matching properties, and this prediction is always correct, in
contrast to the assumptions of Feature Percolation. When the verb in the sentence does not
match these expectations, the parser, as a plan B, initiates a retrieval of the subject using the
verb’s retrieval cues. This is the situation where, according to Wagers et al. (2009), attraction
can strike since the attractor matches some of the retrieval cues. Effectively, this may lead the
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parser to build an erroneous dependency between the verb and the attractor. Since reanalysis
is a prerequisite for attraction, the scope of agreement attraction is rather limited under the
reanalysis account: for example, it does not make any predictions about sentence production.

While somewhat ad-hoc, the reanalysis account neatly explains not only Wagers et al.’s
data but also Spanish data by Lago et al. (2015). We may therefore ask whether this reanaly-
sis account could also explain semantic attraction. For this account to work, we would have
to assume that the parser predicts semantic features of verbs the same way it predicts mor-
phosyntactic features. Further, we would have to assume that repair processes are initiated
whenever a verb does not match these semantic predictions. Whether these assumptions are
plausible is a matter for debate, but such a model could, in principle, explain our data. Two
testable predictions for future work are then (a) that semantic attraction cannot arise when the
verb fully matches the subject semantically, and (b) that semantic attraction should not occur
in language production.

6.4. Production of semantic attraction errors

The fact that agreement attraction errors largely pattern together in comprehension and
production suggests that they may arise from the same underlying principles. If true, we
would expect that semantic attraction errors occur not just in comprehension but likewise in
production. Specifically, we would expect language users to occasionally produce verbs that
match some attractor noun instead of the subject noun in terms of semantic features. This
idea might seem bizarre at first blush since such errors could seriously derail a conversation.
If true, one might say, why have not we noticed these errors yet? However, the idea that
people produce verbs that erroneously match non-subject nouns in morphosyntactic features
seems almost equally absurd and unlikely. Nonetheless, it has been attested many times in
written and in spoken language (approximately 0.1%–0.5% rate in written corpora accord-
ing to Stemberger, 1984). Kimball and Aissen (1971), who first observed and discussed the
attraction phenomenon, actually thought of the non-standard number agreement that it was a
dialect spoken by young people around Boston and did not even consider the possibility that
these agreement mismatches may reflect systematic performance errors. But speech errors do
happen, even serious ones, and an analysis of spoken or written corpora may very well show
that semantic attraction errors occur with some regularity.13

Likely scenarios include sentences that are structurally complex and therefore more error-
prone in the first place. Further, semantic attraction is perhaps more likely to occur when
the subject and the attractor noun are semantically similar. In this case, even a small and
potentially benign-looking deviation of the intended verb’s semantics may be sufficient to
match the attractor’s semantics better than the subject’s. In these scenarios, semantic attrac-
tion errors also may not sound blatantly wrong. Comprehenders may not even notice the
errors or they may mentally correct these errors, consciously or not. In sum, it seems at least
possible that semantic attraction errors could arise in language production with some regu-
larity even when that may not be our intuition. Only a systematic investigation can tell. This
could be a corpus analysis or a clever experiment that attempts to elicit these errors. For the
time being, we therefore leave semantic attraction in production as an open question. If future
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research convincingly shows that semantic attraction in production is not empirically sup-
ported, that would still be an informative finding because it would suggest that attraction in
production may be more different from attraction in comprehension than is often assumed. In
this case, the reanalysis account by Wagers et al. would become more attractive, because it
does not assume mechanisms that we would necessarily expect to be at work in production
as well. Any similarities of attraction in production and comprehension would then appear
merely superficial.

6.5. The single-trial design

The single-trial design we employed is relatively novel (see, e.g., von der Malsburg, Pop-
pels, & Levy, 2020). Our main motivation for using the procedure was to avoid task adap-
tation, which has been shown for many experimental paradigms: for reading times (Fine,
Jaeger, Farmer, & Qian, 2013), pupil dilations (Demberg & Sayeed, 2016), eye movements in
the visual world paradigm (Pregla, Lissón, Vasishth, Burchert, & Stadie, 2021), acceptability
judgments (Hammerly et al., 2019; Ness & Meltzer-Asscher, 2021), and speech restoration
strategies (Arehalli & Wittenberg, 2021). For a more in-depth discussion of adaptation effects,
see Baayen, Vasishth, Kliegl, and Bates (2017) and Arehalli and Wittenberg (2021). In our
study, adaptation was a particular concern for two reasons: First, we tested only ill-formed
structures, in which case rapid adaptation is expected. Second, in our task, participants could
have adopted a superficial processing strategy of reading only the first noun once they noticed
that the fit between the first noun and the memory word is all that they needed to pay attention
to. This strategy would have seriously threatened the validity of our findings, but the single-
trial design made sure that whatever participants learned during the first trial could not inform
their performance.

Another strength of the single-trial design was that we obtained data from 4,000+ indi-
viduals coming from different continents and from different educational and socioeconomic
backgrounds. The data allow much broader generalizations than data coming from a rela-
tively narrow group of, for example, local undergraduates. While the ability to test broad
populations is in principle available in all online experiments, it is the single-trial design that
leverages this potential to the fullest.

There is one potential downside, however: Single-trial designs are necessarily between-
subject designs and these may furnish lower statistical power than otherwise analogous
within-subjects designs. However, our prospective power analysis accounted for the between-
subjects nature of the design and still indicated acceptable power. This power analysis was
also likely too pessimistic since the observed effect, which we replicated five times, was
approximately four times bigger than what we assumed in the power analysis. We therefore
also conducted an additional post-hoc power analysis that simulated 500 data sets using the
effect estimates from Experiment 3. The estimated power in this analysis was 99.6% (95%
confidence interval [98.3%, 99.9%]), which suggests that power was not only acceptable but
in fact excellent.

It may be surprising that the power was so high given that our experiments used between-
subjects designs and given that the number of data points was not higher than in more ordinary
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experimental designs (the data points were just spread over a much larger number of partici-
pants). We speculate that power was high because we measured the effect upon first exposure
of the participants to the stimuli before any adaptation and associated attenuation of effect
sizes could kick in.

In sum, we believe that single-trial designs are an interesting alternative to standard
repeated-measures designs. A possible limitation of single-trial designs is that they may be
less suited for some research questions relating to interindividual differences or when testing
populations that are difficult to recruit (patients, children, speakers of certain languages).

6.6. Limitations and questions for future research

Our investigation was limited to the evaluation of sentences with ill-formed subject–
verb dependencies. We therefore cannot fully assess the theoretical accounts and the mod-
els we considered. Further evaluation on well-formed sentences might provide impor-
tant insights as the two broad groups of accounts make diverging predictions for such
sentences.

While our results are incompatible with the predictions of the faulty encoding accounts,
they are compatible with more than only retrieval interference models. One contender that we
have already considered is the reanalysis account by Wagers et al. It goes beyond the scope of
the present paper to evaluate all the possibilities, but it would be interesting to also formally
evaluate the relevant predictions of the Self-Organized Sentence Processing model (SOSP,
Smith et al., 2018).

One limitation with regard to our modeling is that neither the Lewis and Vasishth model
nor interACT currently account for the human tendency to consider sentences as well-formed
by default, as demonstrated by Hammerly et al. (2019). In our simulations, we mapped failed
parsing onto rejecting the sentence as ill-formed, but failed parsing might also lead to the
acceptance of the continuation due to grammaticality bias in some proportion of cases. Such
a modification of the model would affect each condition to a different degree; it is therefore
difficult to predict how it would influence simulation outcomes. Investigating the role and
influence of response bias therefore remains a task for future research.

A further limitation with regard to modeling concerns the semantic features that we used.
Unlike morphosyntactic features, which are well motivated through a large body of research,
semantic features are less well understood and potentially more difficult to determine given
their often soft nature compared to categorical morphosyntactic features such as number,
grammatical gender, and person. While a noun that is marked as singular or masculine is
definitely not plural or feminine, such a clear-cut distinction may not be possible for seman-
tic features. The ACT-R framework can account for the fuzzier nature of semantic cues
since it allows not only for full, but also for partial matching between retrieval cues and
features. The degree of cue–feature match can be set manually for items that are some-
what similar. To mitigate the subjective nature of semantic similarity judgments, Smith
and Vasishth (2020) recently proposed an approach for identifying plausible semantic fea-
tures in a more principled manner, which could be valuable for future investigations on this
subject.
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7. Conclusion

In this study, we presented three experiments (N1 = 1, 072, N2 = 1, 426, and N3 = 2, 454)
that demonstrated the existence of a semantic attraction effect in sentence comprehension.
This effect closely mirrors the well-known agreement attraction effect. We therefore tenta-
tively suggest that both types of effects may emerge from the same underlying processing
substrate and that they may be governed by the same principles. Our findings add to recent
reading time evidence presented by Cunnings and Sturt (2018) and help to illuminate the
source of these effects.

One consequence of our findings is that attraction may be a much more general phe-
nomenon than is often assumed. Consistent with this notion, the Lewis and Vasishth model
naturally predicts that attraction should not be limited to morphosyntax but that it can arise
in basically any domain of linguistic description—a rather far-reaching and strong prediction
that we partly supported in the present work. It also follows that models assuming that attrac-
tion is a primarily morphosyntactic phenomenon may be too narrow in scope. It would be a
mistake, however, to consider purely morphosyntactic models obsolete; they still provide bet-
ter explanations of the circumstances under which morphosyntactic attraction occurs. Based
on the present findings and previously published results, we therefore conclude that models
of sentence processing, and attraction specifically, need to employ principles and ideas from
both schools of thought.
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Notes

1 The +SUBJECT feature is a commonly used simplification, adopted in Jäger, Engel-
mann, and Vasishth (2017), and elsewhere.

2 Note, though, that some comprehension studies did not find evidence for the singular-
plural asymmetry, for example, Häussler (2009) and Acuña-Fariña, Meseguer, and Car-
reiras (2014).

3 Symmetrical marking of number is perhaps not a strong assumption in the Lewis and
Vasishth model and could, in principle, be changed, in which case the model would
capture the number asymmetries and similar findings.

4 doi: 10.17605/OSF.IO/P9HS7.

https://doi.org/10.17605/OSF.IO/P9HS7
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5 LSA is a measure for semantic relatedness based on co-occurrence in text corpora.
6 http://spellout.net/ibexfarm
7 Note that the posterior probability of the parameter being on one side of zero corre-

sponds straightforwardly to the Bayes factor obtained when comparing the hypothesis
that the parameter is positive versus negative and when assuming that both hypotheses
are equally likely a priori. See Tendeiro and Kiers (2019, 2021) for an explanation.

8 We also analyzed reaction times, but since these were not of primary interest, results
are reported in the online Supporting Information.

9 For the last two effects, the percentage values are the rate of correct responses expected
if semantic attraction (or double attraction) had the same size as morphosyntactic attrac-
tion versus the actual rate of correct responses. For instance, if semantic attraction
had the same effect size as morphosyntactic attraction, we would expect 49% correct
responses in condition (d) but instead we see 45%, which is non-significantly less.

10 The code of the model is publicly available at https://github.com/felixengelmann/inter-
act/, also available as a Shiny App: https://engelmann.shinyapps.io/inter-act/.

11 Once in Experiment 1, once in Experiment 2 with double violations, and twice in Exper-
iment 3, with single and double violations. One attempted replication with single vio-
lations in Experiment 2 produced only a trend in the expected direction.

12 Overall five demonstrations, one in Experiment 1 and two each in Experiments 2 and 3.
13 In written language, semantic attraction errors might be harder to find since they are

visually more obvious and therefore more likely to be caught during editing than num-
ber agreement errors.

14 We excluded items 1, 2, 12, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 25, 26, and 28.
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Supporting Information

Appendix A: Plausibility norming for Experiments 1 and 2
LSA scores were analyzed using a linear regression model that included by-item random
intercepts and random slopes for plausibility. Factor “plausible” encodes the difference
between the two sentence preambles we constructed as plausible and the three preambles
constructed as implausible (plausible preambles coded as 1, implausible as −1). The results
of the analysis are presented in Table A1.

Table A1
Analysis of semantic similarity scores for Experiments 1 and 2

Predictor Estimate 95%-CrI

Intercept 0.13 0.10–0.17
Plausible 0.05 0.02–0.08

Appendix B: Plausibility norming for Experiment 3
Ratings were analyzed using an ordinal regression model (Liddell & Kruschke, 2018). Factor
“plausible” encodes the difference between the two sentence preambles we constructed as
plausible and the three preambles constructed as implausible (plausible preambles coded as
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1, implausible as −1). The results of the analysis can be found in Table B1. We excluded four
items for which the 95% credible interval for this estimated difference contained 0.

Table B1
Analysis of plausibility ratings for Experiment 3 items

Predictor Log-Odds Estimate 95%-CrI

Rating 1 −2.26 [−2.57, −1.94]
Rating 2 −1.26 [−1.55, −0.95]
Rating 3 −0.61 [−0.90, −0.30]
Rating 4 0.04 [−0.25, 0.34]
Rating 5 0.81 [0.53, 1.12]
Rating 6 1.90 [1.60, 2.22]
Plausible 1.58 [1.27, 1.89]

Appendix C: Analysis of items that do not allow for a noun–noun compound
interpretation
In this analysis, we included only data from fourteen items14 that did not allow a noun–
noun compound interpretation. We pooled data from Experiments 1 and 2, with resulting
Npooled = 1, 426 (exactly as many as in Experiment 2).

The estimated proportions of correct responses in each condition can be seen in Fig. C1.a
and posterior distributions of the parameters in Figs. C1.b and C1.c.

Pooled analysis replicating Experiment 1 (conditions a–d). Accuracy in condition (a) was
82% (β̂ = 1.54, 95%-CrI: [1.08, 2.04]). Accuracy in the semantic and the morphosyntactic
baselines (c) and (a) did not differ reliably (82% vs. 72%, β̂ = −0.60, 95%-CrI: [−1.44,
0.28], P(β < 0) = 0.91). The morphosyntactic attraction effect was present (82% vs. 67%,
β̂ = −0.82, 95%-CrI: [−1.32, −0.34], P(β < 0) = 0.99). The effect of semantic attraction
did not differ from the morphosyntactic attraction effect (53% vs. 41%, β̂ = −0.47, 95%-CrI:
[−1.17, 0.22], P(β < 0) = 0.91). When we combined posteriors to estimate the semantic
attraction effect directly, we found strong support for the effect being non-zero and in the
expected direction (β̂ = −1.29, 95%-CrI: [−1.89, −0.70], P(β < 0) ≈ 1).

Pooled analysis testing the interaction of morphosyntactic and semantic attraction (con-
ditions e–h). Average accuracy across conditions was 83% (β̂ = 1.6, 95%-CrI: [1.2, 2]).
Morphosyntactic attraction tended to decrease accuracy (86% vs. 79%, β̂ = −0.51, 95%-
CrI: [−1.1, 0.12], P(β < 0) = 0.95). Semantic attraction reliably decreased accuracy (88%
vs. 76%, β̂ = −0.87, 95%-CrI: [−1.4, −0.32], P(β < 0) > 0.99). There was no evidence for
an interaction of morphosyntactic and semantic attraction (83% vs. 83%, β̂ = −0.06, 95%-
CrI: [−1, 0.88], P(β < 0) = 0.54).
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Fig. C1. Analysis of the pooled data from Experiments 1 and 2 (only items that do not allow the noun–noun
compound interpretation). Panel A: Estimated condition means with 95% credible intervals. Panel B: Posterior
distributions for the model of conditions (a)–(d). The posterior for semantic attraction (light gray) was obtained by
combining the posteriors for morphosyntactic attraction and the difference between the semantic and morphosyn-
tactic attraction. Panel C: Posterior distributions for the model of conditions (e)–(h). All parameters are on the
log-odds scale. Error bars around the posterior means represent 66% (thick) and 95% (thin) credible intervals.


